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This study suggests a technique of adding persistency to
selective memory data dynamically allocated from a
smart TV. Persistency in this study means that data in
process address space can be conserved and reused even
after the corresponding application is eliminated. To add
persistency to memory data, an object is presented in
persistent area. An object exists in process address space
and is mapped to a file through mmap () system call. The
mapped file is called an object file. By mapping object
files to process address space through mmap () system
call, the objects can be reused when the application is
restarted.

Abstract: Smart TV applications use a web browser to
execute xml, html, css, javascripts, images, and videos,
which are stored in NAND flash, and load them into
memory. The applications also convert resources into a
tree data structure. This converted data structure is
placed in the heap area and is removed from memory
when the application is ended. Therefore, when the
application is restarted, this converting process is
performed again which slows the speed of a web
browser. This paper suggests a technique called fast IO
to add persistency to the data tree so that it can be saved
and reused when the application is restarted. With fast
IO, a persistency area is called an object. It is created the
object file and the data file is saved and reused. Storing a
tree-data structure in an object adds persistency to the
data structure which means it can be reused when the
application is restarted after being ended. Applying fast
IO in the web browser reduced the time it took to open
web pages by up to 68% by omitting the processing of
re-forming the tree data structure.

Every time a process is executed, the object file is
mapped to a random location in the process address
space. When the data structure is saved in a file, pointer
validation between nodes composing the data structure of
process address space is lost. To ensure that pointer
validation is not lost, persistency object file is mapped to
fixed process address space. An object provides
allocation/removal interface in byte unit. It is
implemented based on malloc () algorithm of glibc. To
reuse an object, naming system is implemented for its
memory data structure. Each object has a name and the
names are managed through naming system. In order to
store naming system information, metadata object file is
created and used.
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1

Introduction

A smart TV is composed of CPU, DRAM, and NAND
flash. Web based smart TVs execute applications that are
loaded by a web browser engine [1], e.g., video player,
web browser, games, etc. In web browser engines, html
files are parsed to build a tree [2] (Fig. 1). A web browser
engine displays a web page on smart TV’s screen and the
nodes of a tree contain information on the web page’s
location, size, and colors of each elements [3]. When the
application is terminated, the tree is removed from
memory. When the application is restarted, resources
stored in NAND flash need to be converted to a tree form
again.

2

Related work

In ordinary systems composed of CPU, DRAM, and
block device, data are conserved by saving them in
files and when the data need to be reused, the files are
read by memory. This process is conducted through
file system. Ext2 [8] is the file system of Linux. FAT
[9] was designed for floppy disks and is a file system
used in DOS or Windows 9x. Persistency can be
added in data through database in which data existing
in memory is saved in the disk and is used by read by
memory when needed. Data in disk and data structure
of memory are different. Therefore, method adding
persistency in data using file system and data base
requires deserialization. SoftPM [10] automatically
adds persistency to data structure connected with the
root node. NVRAM can be used as storage, replacing
existing HDDs and SSDs, and it can also be used as
main memory instead of DRAM. Mnemosyne [11]
and NV-Heaps [12] are studies on adding persistency
to data structure. These provide process address space
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Figure 1 Deserialization process in legacy web browser
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that has persistency and selectively add persistency to
data to be reused without deserialization process.

3

3.3 Namespace for re-mapping memory object
An object file is accessible via the file system’s
namespace. However, it is impossible to know the
location of the object to which the file is mapped. Thus, a
namespace to manage objects is provided and it remaps
objects to object files, using objects’ names. The address
of an object can be identified by the object’s name and
the object can be accessed via this address. Metadata
object file, which maintains and stores the name space
information, is generated in the file system.

Design

This chapter demonstrates how to provide persistency to
the tree data structure and how to reuse it when a web
browser application is restarted after being ended. In
order to add persistency to a memory object, a file is
created to store the memory object and this file is saved
in the process address space by mmap () system call. This
creates a persistent storage space which is called an
object. An object is mapped to a file called an object file
(Fig. 2). In addition, an interface that allocates memory,
in bytes, within the object is created.

3.4 Object reservation
An object places its object file in the address space of the
process in mmap area using the mmap () system call.
Each object, to ensure its validity, should always be
positioned in the same address space. However, if the
address space is already in use for other usage, it is
impossible to place the object in its address space. In
order to prevent this, the object’s address space needs to
be reserved. Therefore, when the program is started, all
namespaces are visited and address spaces that are used
by an object are reserved so that they are not used for
other purposes.

3.5 Node allocation
Allocating nodes in an object is based on memory
allocation algorithm of glibc. There is metadata in the
beginning region of each object and it manages the free
chunk by size. When memory allocation is requested, in
bytes, it searches the namespace, finds metadata of the
object, checks the free chunk in the object, and allocates
memory according to the requested size. If this request is
not satisfied because of insufficient empty space, system
allocates new region, ramps up the object, and allocates
memory. In a heap, increases in address space are
continuous. However, for an object, increases may be
discontinuous because continued address space may
already be in use.

Figure 2 Object and object file

3.1 Pointer validation problem
To reuse an object, its object file should be placed in the
address space of the process using mmap () system call.
However, when the application is ended, the value of the
pointer address showing the connection between the
nodes becomes invalid. There are two ways to solve this
problem. The first method is to use a relative address
without fixing the address of an object, instead of using
an absolute address. The second method is always using
the same address space to map an object. The first
method requires swizzling [4] process because an object
does not use an absolute address. Since this incurs
additional overhead, this study uses the second method to
ensure pointer validation.

4

Evaluation

This chapter explains performance evaluation of fast IO
in smart TVs. The experiment measured the time it took
to execute a simple web browser, Dillo2.2 [6], before and
after applying fast IO technique. The test environment
was AMD Phenom X4 925 Processor and DDR3 DRAM
4GB. For storage, an SSD (60 GB OCZ VERTEX2
SATA2), RAM disk, and 500 GB, 720 RPM hard disk
were used.

3.2 The shared library and collisions between
objects
When an application is executed, the address space of the
application is generated. At this time, shared library used
by the application, such as libc, is loaded into the mmap
area. On Linux, shared library is assigned to an address
called the mmap_base. mmap_base is the starting address
of mmap area and is determined by adding a random
value to 0xB7701000. When address space layout
randomization [5, 13] is applied, mmap_base changes
with every run of a process and the address to which
shared library is loaded also changes. As the location of
shared library changes, one needs to calculate where the
library is loaded and assign any objects created in this
area to a fixed address to solve any conflicts between
shared library and the objects. To prevent objects from
being created in the same space as shared library,
addresses around shared library is reserved.

Research on web browsing pattern shows that web users
frequently visit the same site [7]. This makes cache a
great influence on the performance of a web browser.
With fast IO method, the cache mechanism of the web
browser was modified. In the past, the web browser
(Legacy Dillo) downloaded html and images from the
web and saved them in the disk cache. Then, a tree was
composed with html. The web page was displayed on the
screen via the tree and the tree data structure disappeared
when the web browser was ended. When web pages were
re-accessed, resources saved in the disk were loaded into
memory and the processes described above were
performed again. fast IO web browser (F-Dillo) in smart
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TVs acquires an html when accessing a web page. It
applies fast IO technology and caches the data tree
structure. Therefore, when the web browser is restarted
and the web page is re-accessed, it is possible to omit the
tree building process by reusing the data structure tree.
The performance was measured by the time from starting
a web browser to displaying the web pages on the screen.

Fig. 4 shows execution time of F-Dillo, normalized
against that of the legacy Dillo. In case of the HDD,
some web pages showed degraded performance due to
the increased overhead in disk IO. On the other hand, in
an SSD environment, all web pages showed performance
enhancement with F-Dillo with the maximum of 61%
improvement than HDD.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes using a fast IO technique in smart
TV environment. It is possible to impart persistency to
selected memory data that have been allocated
dynamically by using the techniques of fast IO. With fast
IO technique, smart TV application caches the tree form
data and reuses it when the application is restarted. This
eliminates the process of converting data into the tree
format when the application is restarted. However, as
shown in the experimental results, storing tree data
structures increases the overhead in disk IO. Therefore,
applying fast IO technique is not appropriate when using
storage with slow input/output speed, such as hard disk
drives, because performance decrease from increased
overhead in disk IO more than offsets performance
improvement gained by reusing tree form data. On the
other hand, when using storage with fast input/output
features, such as SSDs, overhead increase in disk IO
becomes relatively small and applying fast IO technology
will result in overall performance gain. Since smart TVs
use NAND flash memory, which guarantees high
input/output speed, applying fast IO technology is
expected to bring performance improvement.

Figure 3 Execution time

Fig. 3 shows disk IO time, parsing time, and drawing
time for opening four different web pages. For each page,
two methods were used to open the website: an existing
web browser, marked as Dillo, and a web browser with
fast IO, marked as F-Dillo. The experiment was also
performed using a variety of storage devices such as
RAM disk, an SSD, and an HDD. Fig. 3 is the case using
a hard disk as storage. Using fast IO technique removed
parsing time for all web pages. However, disk IO time
increased significantly when using a hard disk as storage.
This is due to the overhead caused by saving a tree data
structure which can be 10 times larger than the file size
of an html. Since hard disks have slow IO speed, the
increased overhead in disk IO is greater than the effect of
omitting parsing process. From this result, it can be
confirmed that fast IO approach is not appropriate when
using a hard disk for storage. When the experiment used
an SSD as storage, it omitted the parsing time and
increased disk IO time, as with an HDD. However,
because SDDs have fast IO speed, performance
improvement by omitting parsing time is larger than the
overhead increase in disk IO. Using RAM disk also
eliminated parsing time while reducing overhead increase
in disk IO compared to when using an SSD. The overall
performance improvement by using fast IO technique
was most significant in the SSD environment with
running time reduction of up to 68%.
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